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How long did israel camp at mt sinai

Time ~3. Wandering in the mouth of the desert ~40 years book ~Exodus, Leviticus, numbers, deuteronomy figures ~ Moses begins with ~ leaving Egypt across the Red Sea ends with ~ entering the promised land across Jordan in this lesson we look at the arrival of the Israeli children to Mount Sinai, and there are some
events —including the appearance of God on the mountain while people watch below (Exodus 19:1-25; 1 Camping in Mount Sinai took 40 years to wander the desert. In the first three months, the children of Israel left Egypt and went to Horb in the Sinai desert. (Horb is another name for Mount Sinai. They stayed in the
tent area for two years. Among other things during the camp... God gave Moses the law on the mountain, the children of Israel idols, Tbernacle was built, and... A priest was established. 2 Biblical Summary (Exodus 19-24, 31-35) Entry to Sinai (19) Ten Commandments Given (20) Various Social Laws (21-23) Sabbaths
and Festivals (23) Promise land repeat (23) Israel says, we will obey (2) 4) Obedience to God (24) Moses upon the mountain forty days and nights (24) (see chapter 25-30 next lesson) A sign of the Sabbath (31) the idol of the golden calf (32) broken stone tablets (32) plague and slaughter (32) God threatens to leave (33)
Moses meets God shines in the tent (33) Moses changed the mind of God (33) the stone gap (33) new tablets of stone (34) more rules (34) Moses faces shines (34) rules for the Sabbath (35) 3 God's plan behind this story is god's grace, and how God will be made to make himself known to the Children of Israel with a
sign. God did not force his will on them. Instead, he made it possible to choose obedience in order to fulfill his kind intentions for them. If they disobeyed, God warned that he would run against them. Three things to notice in Exodus 19 Notice God's intention: v. 5-6 (cf Revelation 1:5-6, 1Peter 2:9) You shall be a special
treasure to me --a kingdom of priests Notice the condition: v. 5 (cf Colossians 1:21-23) If you will indeed obey my voice and keep my covenant Notice the sign: v. 11,16 (cf 1Corinthians 15:3-4) It came to pass on the third day in the morning From Egypt to the arrival at Sinai... Ramases [in Egypt] to Succoth (Exodus
12:37) ~ End of 430 Years of Succoth Captivity to Etham (Exodus 13:20) Return to the camp between Migdol and the Red Sea (Exodus 14:2) ~ Crossing the Red Sea ~ Egyptian Army Destroys the Red Sea to Desert Sho (Exodus 15:22) ~Bitter waters made sweet on Oasis (Exodus 15:27) Elim to Sin Desert (Exodus
16:1) ~ Giving Manna and Quail for Food on to Rephidim (Exodus 17:1) ~ Water from rock and war with Amalek Rephidim to Sinai (Exodus) 19:1-2, Numbers 10:11, Numbers 1) ~ Arrived 3rd month after leaving Egypt ~ Stayed at Sinai 2 years ~ The Law given through ~ Tabernacle made ~ The first census taken 5
second stages of the wandering desert from Sinai to the promised land... He stayed in Sinai for two years. Sina to Hazeroth, then to Kadesh (numbers 12:16,13,14, numbers 20:1-21) ~ Note: Kadesh (Cadsh Barne) is an oasis surrounded by clockwise by the deserts of Ngev, Zane, Pran, and Passion. ~ Spies travel north
to Kennan and return ~ Rebel Israelis and refuse to enter the promised land ~ Water from the error of The Stone of Moses ~ Edom rejects the crossing along the King of Kadesh Highway to Mount Hur border Edom (Numbers 20:22-2 3) ~ Aaron dies, war with King Arad and Kananian from Mount Hoare towards the Red
Sea (numbers 21:4) ~ Temer Burns raised in the pole movement around Moab (numbers 21:10-20) , 33, Numbers 22:1) ~ War with king Sihon and king Og ~ Balaam, Donkey, and Angel ~ Israel becomes immoral (numbers 25) ~ Second census taken ~ War with Midianites (numbers 31) ~ Some tribes begin to settle
(numbers 32 summary of trips and campaigns (numbers 33, detronomy 1-5) useful links... Copyright on print The Exodus Route: 22 stops from Mt. Sinai to Kadesh Barnea 38 continuous years at Kadesh Barnea Overview map (Click on photo for high resolution) Satellite map (Click on photo for high resolution) Exodus
locations: Kadesh Barnea Ezion Geber See also: Thir-eight continuous years at Kadesh Top ten list of reasons why the exodus route was not discovered until now. The departure date is 1446 BC. Pharaoh exodus: Tutmus III (1479 - 1425 BC) Miracles of the journey out and crossing the Red Sea, distances, weekdays of
the Exodus Jewish population: 2.5 million Hebrews left Egypt! With the exception of various exit routes: Noviba Beach, Bitter Lakes, Ballet and Tysa. Introduction: After spending 11 months and 5 days in Sina, Israel exits Sina for the promised land. Since they left on day 14 of the first month, this meant that they had
travelled a year, a month and a week, since leaving Egypt. (57 weeks) So they left Sina at 1:1:1! They spent about 20 stops over a period between 10.5 and 11 months between Sina and Cadesh Barne. They arrived at Cadsh Barne in the first month of the third year, or exactly 24 months after leaving Egypt. (Number
20:1) They celebrated their second Passover in Sinai, then headed for Kadesh almost immediately afterwards. They arrived at Kadesh about 11 months later and immediately celebrated their third Passover. Therefore, their arrival in Kadesh was the end of the second year and was determined by their third pass. They
spend 38 years continuously in Cadsh Barne (they didn't leave and didn't come back), then left for Jordan in 40 years. Many see the wrong comment when Israel came to Kadesh, in his third year, went, then wandered around for 38 years, then returned to Kadesh (or a second different Kadesh). Click here for a detailed
discussion proving Israel arrived at Kadesh in the third year and stayed in Kadesh for another 38 years until they left for Kennan. I have thirty-eight years ongoing in Kadesh: conclusive evidence that the majority view is wrong and that Israel has spent 38 years continuously in Cadsh Barne. Did Israel get to Kadesh in his
third year and leave in his 40th? Or did Israel get to Cadesh Barne in the third year, leave, then go to it a second time 38 years later? Moses hit the rock after first reaching Kadesh in the third year. Click here for a detailed discussion of all the events that occurred over the course of 38 years while Israel was constantly
camping in Kadesh. Discussion: 1- The easiest way to prove that Israel has spent 38 continuous years in Kadesh is to list the program plans in Num 33. Ali.       Here we have a detailed sequence list of all stations from Egypt to Kanan. B. For those who believe they came to Kadesh and then left shortly after the return of
bad reports from spies, a huge hole remains on the list. C- If they left Kadesh, why doesn't Num 33 list a single location? D. This huge gap in information is devastating when it comes to those who see the view of two Kadesh visits. Ebrahim.       The narrative has reached the point where for the next thirty-eight (?) Either
thirty-seven years or less there is an empty due to the order of events and local accommodation or the movements of the Israeli children. In 33:16–36, there are 20 stations between Sina and Kadesh, or twenty-two stations, including Sina and Kadesh. (A commentary on the Holy Scriptures, Lange, J. P., Schaff, P.,
Lowrie, S. T., &amp; Gosman, A. Numbers 14:40, 1879 AD) 2- Three different perspectives: Moses spends 38 continuous years in Kadesh vs. Moses, arrived, went and returned to Kadesh: a.       The Bible clearly states that they arrived at Cadsh Barne and did not leave for 38 years until they crossed Jordan. B. Two



visits to the same kadesh: Some believe that Moses came to Kadesh Barne, left, wandered for a while, and then returned to the same place as Kadesh a second time, then crossed Jordan. C- Two visits to two different places called Kadesh: others believe that Moses came to Kadesh Barne (#1), left, wandering for a
time, then reached another geographic location called Kadesh Barne (#2), then went, wandered for a time, then crossed Jordan.   b. Insert the narrative after Hazeroth in the numbers chapter 13-20 1.        The biggest mistake is that it fails to realize that many of the stories in Moses' first five books do not follow a
completely time-by-time order. The same is the case with the new Gospels. Ali.       Your travel account from Num 10:11-12 Go to 12:16 numbers looking for 33 list numbers. However, starting at number 13, we stop at about 18 and go directly to Kadesh in the narrative. This type of narrative style is typical both in old and
new evidence. In fact, the statement said that the Sons of Israel launched on their journeys from the Sinai Desert. Then the cloud settled in the desert. (Numbers 10:12) is a summary of the larger pattern of travel to Kadesh. B. When he says: The cloud settled in Paran, that is, in Kadesh. The part that follows to discuss a
few important things that happened before the cadet (grumbling for meat in Taberah/Kibroth-hattaavah [ch 11]; Miriam and Aaron's challenge to Egyptian wife Moses in Hazeroth [ch 12]) and the events that took place in Kadesh: spying on the ground; the man caught collecting wood on the Sabbath; the rebellion of the
Koran, the death of Miriam, the stone-hitting Moses, Moses asking the kings of Adum and Mub to allow the passage to Jordan. As we can see, these events lasted 38 years. They came to Kadesh once, then headed for the Jordan River, which they crossed in 1406 B.C. 2. The key is to view the entire section between
Num 12:16 - 20:1 as an overview of the great events of the entire 38 years in Kadesh. Starting at 12:16, where they jump forward from Hazzarth, 18 stops to Kadesh. The overview ends at 20:1, where it is recounted that they came to Kadesh in the first month after sina left (11 months later). 3. Some abuse the numbers
20:1 as evidence that Israel came to Kadesh, but then wandered elsewhere for 38 years, then returned in 40 years: In the first month, all the People of Israel reached the Saddle Desert and stayed in Kadesh. Many commentators mistakenly believe that this year was the 40th year, but they are wrong. The verse tells us
that they arrived in Kadsh in the first month but did not tell us the year! He does not say, The first month in the 40th year. Since Israel left Sinai in the second month of the second year after leaving Egypt (14 months), that means they arrived in Kadesh in the first month of the third year after leaving Egypt or 24 months.
See the exit route calendar for more details. C. What year are the numbers 20:1-5 of the first month? (Year 3 not 40!) Then the sons of Israel, the entire congregation, came to the desert in the first month, and the people stayed in his cadet. Now Miriam died there and was buried there. The water was not for the
congregation and they gathered themselves against Moses and Aaron. So why did you bring the Assembly of God into this wilderness so that we and our animals would die here? Why did you make us come from Egypt and bring us in? This miserable place? There is neither a place of grain or figs or vines or
pomegranates, nor is there water to drink. (Numbers 20:1–5) 1. Commentators on Num 20:1 a.      A thorough and brief discussion that essentially proves one, not two visits to Kadesh: Our text has become the node point of the greatest misunderstandings. This is usually understood. The Children of Israel once again
came to Kadesh in the first month of 40 years. And then all these things happened that then they were related. The most positive facts speak out against this constant assumption. First, Daveette's clear testimony. 1. Second, history of water brawl. They say that if the Children of Israel had familiarized themselves with the
Kadesh-e-Barne neighborhood, then the water fountains would have knew it too, but given our passing, they would hardly have found more than reaching the saddle desert, and had ever found any springs in it. Third, people with Moses say, Were we gone when our brothers were gone before the Lord? After forty years,
they could not speak only of brothers who had been destroyed, but only fathers. Almost the entire generation of fathers is now buried. They don't even seem to have experienced as the Cora rebellion, for Keil just making statements: al though they don't mean the Cora (Knoble) rebellion, to destroy it עַוָּג , exspirare, the
expression is not appropriate, but those who gradually died over thirty-eight years. The rest of their complaint also agrees with their Sjoorne start in the wilderness better than the period they had long since become accustomed to the sthap. According to internal relations, murmuring at the request of connected water is
very simple by murmuring on want bread or food in lust graves (11.), and falls on the settlement period in the prawan desert, 12:16 p.m. Accordingly, we assume that the beginning of printing.20. It is perceived as pluperfect. Now the children of Israel had come, or hosted God with the entire congregation, to the saddle
desert, and the people were tarnished in kadesh. It was definitely the order of time. On the twentieth day of the second month of the second year (from the withdrawal) the Israelis left Sinai (10:11). It has since been about a year until the settlement in Pran, or until the first month that our season speaks, by which,
therefore, to understand the third year, because the verdict of a forty-year-old village in the wilderness could not well be set in a later period. Moreover, it should not be neglected, which is already said after meeting the people, edition 14: only Joshua and Caleb enter the land of Canaan, to assume that Moses and Aaron
had already received their verdict. [ie. Stones for the watered down] may have added more, that defeat on behalf of God's great man probably occurred in the first years of his term than close, when he was so close his goal. The impulse to move our history once, as intimate as it used to be, was to combine in one
account of the fate of these two brothers and their sisters. The return of the story to older history appears to be also presented in section 21:1–3. The report of Israel's defeat there is linked to the old story of the failed attack on southern Canaan (14:40–45). It will resume again in this place on the account of the covenant
that Israel made at the time, and now it does that we will treat it more. Also, according to Kenobel's way of seeing the subject, the text not only speaks of two periods of Abadi in Kadesh, but also speaks according to the Jewist document of a single village there (c. 103). The old registration of camps similarly recognizes
only one village in Kadesh. [In the view that there is only one village in Kadesh, and the host arrived nine earlier than the third year of departure, and possibly later, see more notes at the end of the edition,14. Is. The same can be said about ver. 33, which, compared to Num. 9:15–23, seems to refer to wandering from
Sinai to Kadesh.—Tr.] Var 1. See above at 12:16 in the Zane and Kadesh-Barne deserts. See also articles about Kadesh in Gesenius. According to Kiel, and the common vision, the first month falls in the year 40 departures. The difficulty of that view is presented in the inquiry: why is there nothing to be said about the
demand for water during the first stay in Kadesh, while in reference to the latter it is spoken of? (A commentary on the Holy Scriptures, Lange, J. P., Schaff, P., Lowrie, S. T., &amp; Gosman, A. Numbers 20:1, 1879 AD) b.      The narrative of this journey continues with the narrative of Israel's arrival in Kadesh Barne, the
center of the Israeli desert that has been wandering for thirty-eight years. (Holman Bible Commentary, Num 20:1) c.       Deuteronomy says Israel suddenly arrived at Kadesh, but there were many days (Dut. 1:46) And then spent thirty-eight years in the wilderness (Dats 2:14). According to this tradition, then history in this
verse (vs. 1) referred to the first day of the third year (Jeff 10:11). Supporting this interpretation is a clause our brothers have destroyed (against 3) that can only be said by survivors of the Korahite plague about the deaths of their peers (17:6–15) and not by boys in the case From their fathers (14:34). Souffles are also
referred to as the exit generation (vv. 4a, 5a). If so, then the events leading up to the punishment of Moses and Aaron (vv. 1–13) shall be separated from the events of 20:14–21:35. The latter clearly refers to the 40th year and also goes ahead with kadesh (20:14, 16, 22) (Torah, Jewish commentary, Jacob Milgrom, Num
20:1, 1989 AD) 2.      What is the first month's earnings in Num 20:1? (Num 10:11) a.      Now, in the second year, in the second month, on the twentieth of the month, the cloud lifted from the top of the tabnernacle of martyrdom; (numbers 10:11) b.      It amazes me that people are losing such simple information. When
the numbers book is full of detailed time information and the general first month (Nissan) is the reference, we need to read in reverse to find the last full date reference, in which case the numbers are 10:11 which explains Num 20:1. (c) Second year, in the second month (Ayr), on the twentieth of the month. Num 10:11
and first month the following year (year 3) Num 20:1 d.      So the easiest reading of Num 20:1 is that they left Mount Sinai on the 20th of Ayr in year two after leaving Egypt and arrived at Kadesh Barne in Nissan 3 years after leaving Egypt. 3. Harun died on the first day of 5th of 40th of The Wandering Desert (summer
1407 BC).  Shortly after Haroon's mourning for 30 days, the people left Mount Hoare and defeated the transjoron nations and then mourned Moses for 30 days. On the tenth day of the first month of 41 BC, they passed through Jordan four days before Passover 41, which was exactly 40 years until the day they left
starvation. After passing through Jordan, they began counting the Sabatical and Jubil years.  (Num 33:38; 20:28; Deut 34:8;  Josh 4:19; 5:10) a.      There just isn't enough time to fit in all the events in 20 numbers in four short months. b. Click here to discuss in detail all the events that occurred over the course of 38 years
while Israel was constantly camping in Kadesh. (These events are two cram defender cads for 4 months) 4. There are many insecesable problems with the opinion that Num 20:1 40 years and therefore should be firmly and confidently rejected. D. Numbers 14:25 turn tomorrow and leave Kadesh now Amalekites and
Kenyon live in the valleys; Turn around tomorrow and make your way to the desert on the Way to the Red Sea. (No. 14:25) 1. As a clear message of failure progressed forward, God commanded them to turn and get in their way, down the Araba Valley towards the elth of Kadesh (Petra). Ali.      However, the next day
they launched an attack on Kenyon, leading to defeat. It would take days if not weeks to complete. Clearly, they did not leave kadesh the next day and did not leave despite God's command. C. If they had left Kadesh, there is absolutely no evidence that they did. D. Although God ordered Israel to leave Kadesh, they
defied and did not want it to change God's will and leave them only for the next 38 years. There's no evidence they've ever left! Ebrahim.      This is the author's simplest favorite view. Another view is that the Hebrew text for tomorrow is a general phrase, you will rotate for a while in the future (in this case 38 years) and
leave kadesh. Ali.      So we may consider Deut. 1:46: So you Abadi in Kadesh many days, as a description of the entire thirty-seven-year period or less until the story resumes, start again in Kadesh. Then give Morrow your turn, etc., Num. 14:25, is a command to drop the attack on Kenyon in the south, and turn in that
direction that was then successful. The command began to run with what is narrated at 20:14 squares. Morrow offers no impediment to this view. For the Heb. רָחָמ , [Strongs: 4278: machar] that is so rendered, has not the limited meaning that to-morrow has in English. See General 30:33; Exit. 13:14, where it translates in
time to come, and obviously means the remote future. This long sujoren was spent in Kadesh in a life of ver. 33, your children should shepherd), and of course engage scatter and move about more than a significant area, which may embrace more or all of the wilderness (commentary on the Bible, Long, J. P., Schaff, P.,
Lowrie, S. T., &amp; Gosman, A. Numbers 14:25-40, 1879 AD) So my honesty answer for me later [Strongs] : 4278: machar], when you come concerning my wages. Anyone who is not seen among the goats and blacks among the lambs is considered stolen if found with me. (Genesis 30:33) And it came when your son
asked you in time [Strong: 4278: Makhar], saying, 'What is this?' So you have to tell him: With God's powerful hand, he brought us out of Egypt, from the house of slavery. (Exodus 13:14) We acknowledge that the majority of the time, strong: 4278: Makhar actually means simply tomorrow but not always. 3. When the
second attempt to take Canaan was carried out in rebellion against God and demanded that he leave kadesh, it was a great time for Moses to leave his gift to the Red Sea in Ision Geber in obedience to God, but they remained in his cadet. But they climbed the hillland without lingering, neither the ship nor the god's or
Moses' sylleds left the camp. (Number 14:44) If there was a time or place where Moses was leaving Cadsh Barne in his third year, he would be exactly in it 14:44, which instead says they never left the Kadesh camp. Imagine the scene of disobedient Hebrews crossing the Arabian Valley to attack Canaanited in the
promised land of ALL THE WHILE Moses and the ship of Promise and Aaron and the obedient Hebrews are marching away from Petra (Kadesh), heading south towards the Gulf of 'Adara. What a spectacular scene it will be. But it never happened! Another different way to view Num is 14:25 Irony: Israel had said at this
time, So they told each other, Let's appoint a leader and go back to Egypt. [14:4] The verse can be para-abhard as follows: If Israel wants to return to Egypt, then Let those who want to return Tammuru and return to Egypt in the exact way they came and at the hands of the Amalkits and Cananis who live in the valleys.
But as you follow your leader and head to Egypt, which is attacked by amalkates and Cananis in the Arabian Valley, Moses and Aaron will remain safe in Kadesh. In that similar phraseology, the Way of the Sea of Reid, used in this directive, Milgraum has suggested that this geographic reference shows measurements
for the principle of measurement [Talionic justice].... If Israel wants to return to Egypt (against 4), then it must go back—but only die in the wilderness (vv. 28–29). Use may carry this force on a literary level, since in Exodus 13:18 it is the path or path they followed when they leave Egypt. But it's also a geographical
statement on which the Red Sea wilderness way was the name of a road through the desert (new American commentary, Num 14:25, 2000 p.m.) Geographically this probably means they're heading southeast from Kadesh towards Agabah Bay, one of the most recognized routes north-south across the Sinai Peninsula.
But the theologically, the Red Sea way suggests that they will return to Egypt. An example of sarcasm in this story, the punishment they have made to fit their crime. They wanted to die in the wilderness and return to Egypt: in a rather different way than they intended, God granted their request. The long-term plan to
enter Cannan will be postponed to allow the insurgent generation to die where they wanted to. (Numerals: Introduction and Description, J. J. Wenham, Vol. 4, Num 14:25, 1981) What is interesting about Irony's view is that Israel's very route from Kadesh (in Petra) south to Aghaba Bay was a large valley between two
major mountain ranges. Perhaps the statement that amalkits and cannanis live in the valleys was as frightening as they were and frightened in their hearts. On the other hand, if they had left, and are almost certain that some of the 6 million tents in Kadesh are trying to return, that this will likely have been killed in the
Arabian Valley as they go to Egypt on the most direct route possible. Again, if the crossing is ironic, it is clear that Moses did not leave Kadesh. Ebrahim. Detronomy's record proves 38 continuous years: 1- What detronomy says: a.      The journey is eleven days from Horb to Mount Esir to Kadesh Barne. (Deuteronomy
1:2) b.      Then we made our way from Horb, and we went behind that great, horrible desert that you saw on the way to the hilltop country of the Amoris, just as Our Lord had commanded us, and we came to Kadesh Barna. (Deuteronomy 1:19) c.       So you stayed in his cadet for days, the days you spent there.
(Deuteronomy 1:46) d.      Now, when it took us to come from Barne's cadet until we passed Brooke Underdes, it was thirty-eight years, until the entire generation of men of war was destroyed from within the camp, just as God had sworn to them. (Detronomy 2:14) 2. What could be clearer? Ali.      The whole debate is
when it takes to get from Sinai to Kadesh: an 11-day routine journey through a standard convoy, but since Israel was disobedient, the same journey took 38 years to navigate. B. The Bible specifically says that they spend a lot of days in Kadesh, which contradicts those who claim to spend only a few days there and have
left for 38 years and returned for a few days. C. The Bible specifically says that from Kadesh to passing through Sezzard, it has been 38 years. Nowhere is there any sign that they will leave Kadesh and come back to the conclusion: 1. It is biblical and not explicit that Israel has spent 38 years continuously in Kadesh.
Ali.      The Bible says they spent 38 years in Kadesh, even calling their time there many days B.      There's no sign that they've ever left his cadet.      There is no indication that there will be a second visit to Kadesh. 2. The events of numbers 20:1 can be clearly dated to Nissan (first month) of the third year after leaving
the hungry, nine years 40. Ali.      Num events 20:1-13 (Cora, Miriam, water from rock etc.) cannot be appropriated to 2-4 months. B. Those who were part of the events of Nom 20 had just left Egypt. 3. The material in numbers in time order is not hard and the story bounces back and forth, therefore 20:1-13 happens
before chapters 14-19 etc. Article Num is 20:1-13 elliptical. 4. The demand for water will be the first thing Israel will not take from God in a dry place like Kadesh on his first visit Second visit. Ali.      In fact, there is evidence that Moses' hitting of the rock for water happened before spies were sent from Kadesh to Heberon.
They wouldn't send a scout group out until their basic needs were met like water.      Notice when the spies return that only Joshua and Caleb will cross jordan, it shows that Moses and Aaron have now been banned from entering the promised land for considerable reason rather than talking to stones. A: Surely you will
not go to the land where I swore to inhabit you, except Caleb, the son of Jaffoona and Joshua the son of Nun. [14:30] 5- The only Bible verse that indicates that they have abandoned its code is number 14:25, in which God commands them to leave His gift, but in fact Israel refused to leave, and God may have changed
his mind and allowed them to stay in kadesh. Ali.      After he was told to leave Kadesh, there was a plague that killed 10 bad spies and then left Kadesh to attack Kennan without Moses, who was staying in the Kadesh camp by ship. B. But they climbed the hill country without lingering, neither the ship nor the god's or
Moses' sedueds left the camp. (Numbers 14:44) c.       It would have been a great time to leave Kadesh towards the Red Sea at Ezion Geber in obedience to God but they remained in Kadesh. 6. Just because many people believe that there are two visits to Kadesh does not mean that they are true. Ali.      They confuse
Mount Sinai and even place their cadets wrong. 7. Israel arrived at Cadesh Barne in the first month of his third year and never left until 38 years. Then they headed south for the second time towards the Arabe Valley past Ezion Geber, then east, then north around Edom and Mab. 2- 22 Stop traveling between Sina and
Kadesh: A. 22 Departure routes from Mount Sinai and Kadesh Barne stops: 1. Tabara A.       Canberra is either just before Kibrot-Hatawa, or in Kiberut-Hatawa since Doot 9:22 shows that they are distinctive: Again in Tbra and in Massa and in Kibot-Hatawa, you provoked the Lord into rage. Deuteronomy 9:22 2.     
Kibroth-hattaavah: Graves of Lust a.       Number 11: Given quail, the great 70s of the Holy Spirit are given. B. So the name of that place was called Kiberuth Hettava, because there they buried people who had become greedy. C. They traveled from the Sinai Desert and camped in Kiberuth Hetawa.      Quail came from
the sea, and the east wind, the south wind. This may be useful in locating where they were geographically. Ebrahim.      Exit 10:10 + 19 shows two different directions and the opposite of the wind. The Hebrew word for west is the word sea. So the west is the wind. A sea wind. There is a distinctive word for east that the
direction of the sun is rising. Tbernacle was directional in the desert to face the east. Fatemeh.        Crossing number 11 may be interpreted as saying: Brought quail from the west [sea wind] or from the sea [body of water]. Quail birds upland games that are not living near brine. If he said God would bring pelicans from
the sea, it would have made more sense. Therefore, it is unclear whether the text of number 11 means quail brought from the west or from the sea. Since the Ps crossing 78:26-27 says quail has come from both south and east winds, perhaps God blew them up in different directions: east, west, and south at different
times. Or is it that Allah will bring them from near the sea with both the east and the south? G.       In any case, it is not very helpful in determining where the camp is located in relation to the Red Sea. Hossein.      Now the wind went ahead from the Lord and brought quail from the sea and allowed them to fall next to the
camp, about a day's journey on this side and a day's journey across, all around the camp and about two beginnings deep underground. People spent the whole day and all night and all day, collecting quail (he was collecting at least 10 homers) and spreading them out for themselves throughout the camp. While the flesh
was still between their teeth, before it was chewed, god's wrath against the people became clear and God hit people with a very severe plague. So the name of that place was Called Kiberuth Hettava, because there they buried people who had become greedy. My numbers are 11:31-35.         He caused the east wind to
blow in the sky. And with his power, the wind led south. When he rained flesh on them like dust, even winged chickens like the sand of the seas, then he let them fall among his camp, rounded about his homes. So they ate and filled well and gave them their desire. Before they satisfied their desire, while their food was in
their mouths, God's wrath escided against them, killed some of the most ardent of them and subdued the men of Israel's choice.      Hazeroth a.       From Kibroth-hattaavah people set up for Hazeroth, and they stayed at Hazeroth Num 11:35 b.      The remainder in Hazeroth represents a longer period of time. Miriam and
Aaron challenged Moses over his wife Kusit (Zipura), who also said, Has God really spoken only through Moses? Has he not spoken through us? Moses prayed and God commanded that He was supposed to be confined outside the camp for 7 days, since he was foul. c. They travel from Kibroth-hattaavah and tents in
Hazeroth. Numbers 33:17 D.      Insert the narrative after Hazeroth in the numbers chapter 13-20 e.      Take your travel account from Num 10:11-12 down to numbers 12:16 followed by the number 33 list. However, starting at number 13, we stop at about 18 and go directly to Kadesh in the narrative. This kind of narrative
is a typical style thing in both old and new attests. The sons of Israel launched on their journeys from the Sinai Desert, the statement said. Then the cloud settled in the desert. (Numbers 10:12) is a summary of the larger pattern of travel to Kadesh. When he says, the cloud settled in Paran, which means in Kadesh. The
part that follows to discuss a few important things that happened before Kadesh (grumbling for meat in Taberah/Kibroth-hattaavah [ch 11]; Miriam and Aaron's challenge with Egyptian wife Moses in Hazzarth [ch 12]) and the events that took place in Kadesh: i.      Spying from the second land.      The man caught
collecting wood on the third Sabbath.      Rebellion of the Fourth Qur'an.      Miriam's death against.      Moses hit his rock.      Moses asked the kings Edom and Moab to reach Jordan. Fatemeh.        As we can see, these events lasted 38 years. They came to Kadesh once, then they went to Jordan. G.       The key is to
view the entire section between the numbers 12:16 to 20:1 as an overview of the big events of the entire 38 years in Kadesh. Starting at 12:16, where they jump forward from Hazzarth, 18 stops to Kadesh. The overview ends at 20:1, where he recounts that they came to Kadesh in the first month after leaving Sinai (11
months later). Hossein.      Some of the numbers misuse 20:1 as evidence that Israel came to Kadesh, but then went elsewhere for 38 years, then returned in 40 years: In the first month, all the Israelis reached the Saddle Desert and stayed in Kadesh. Many commentators mistakenly believe it was. 40 years, but they're
wrong. The verse tells us that they arrived in Kadsh in the first month, but did not tell us the year! He does not say, The first month in the 40th year. Since Israel left Sinai in the second month of its second year after leaving Egypt (14 months), that means they arrived in Kadesh in the first month of the third year after
leaving Egypt or 24 months after leaving starvation. See the exit route calendar for more details and below in a more complete discussion. 4. Rithmah: They travel from Hazeroth and tent on Rithmah. Numbers 33:18 5.      Raymon-Perez: They traveled from Reitma and camped in Raymon Perez.      Libnah: They
journeyed from Rimmon-perez and camped at Libnah. Numbers 33:20 7.      33:21 8.      33:22 9.      Mount Schaefer: They traveled from Kohlata and camped on Mount Shaffer.  Harde: They traveled from Mount Shaffer and camped in Harrada.  Makhlout: They traveled from Hara and camped in Makhlout.  Tahath: They
traveled from Makhlout and camped in Tahath.  Terre: They traveled from Tahath and camped in Terre.  Metka: They traveled from Terre and camped in Metka.  Hashmona: They traveled from Metka and camped in Hashtuna.  Musseroth: They traveled from Hashimuna and camped in Musserworth.  Bene-jaakan: They
journeyed from Moseroth and camped at Bene-jaakan. Numbers 33:31 18.  hoe hogidegad . Ali.       Hoare??? Mount Hoare? = horites b.      They traveled through Jakan and camped in Hoare Hogidegad. Numbers 33:32 C.       The mountain should be in Edomite territory as they travel from the Far East, directly to Ezion
Geber. 19. Jotbathah: a.       They traveled from Hoare Hogidegad and camped in Gothibata. Numbers 33:33 B.      From there they made their way to Godgode, and from Godgwood to Gothoth, the land of Brooks of water. Detronomy 10:7 20.  Abona: They traveled from Yutbateh and camped in Abona.  Ezion-geber:
a.       They travelled from Abona and camped in Ezion-geber. Numbers 33:35 B.      (Agaba Modern, sea port on the north coast of Aghaba Bay.) 22. Wilderness of The Saddle, which, Kadesh Barnea a.       Maps from 1500 called Kadesh Stop 33 from Egypt B.      They travel from Ezion-geber and have tents in the
saddle desert, which is, Kadesh. Numbers 33:36 C.       Then the sons of Israel, the entire congregation, came to the desert in the first month, and the people stayed in his cadet. Now Miriam died there. There. Numbers 20:1 D.      Spy from the Ground: Num 13-14 e.      So they climbed up and spied from the land of the
saddle desert as far as Rehob, in Lebo Hamat. Numbers 13:21 F.        For in the saddle desert, during a congregation brawl, you rebel against my command to treat me as holy before your eyes in the water. He said, My Lord, in that case, you are a people who do not know. Numbers 27:14 g.       Because you broke faith
with me among the sons of Israel in the waters of Marybe Kadesh, in the saddle desert, because you do not treat me as holy among the sons of Israel. Detronomy 32:51 hours.      38 continuous years in Kadesh. They spent 38 years in Kadesh, then in 40 years from Egypt, they went west from the Arabian Valley and clad
in front of Mount Hur where Haroon died. It was after 38 years that caused King Arad to worry. Click here for a detailed discussion of all the events that occurred over the course of 38 years while Israel was constantly camping in Kadesh. Second: Deut Puzzle 10:6-9:1. Harun did not die in Shallot, but this was where God
told Aaron that he was going to die in the wilderness because of his sin, as Moses was later told in his cadet that he hit the rock. Ali.       Aaron died there, where he was buried, and his son, Elizar, became minister in his place as a priest, from which they went from Godgwood to Gothbyth, the land of Brooks of water, at
which time God separated the Levi clan to carry the lowe ship to stand before the Lord to serve him. He will bless. So Levy has no part or inheritance with his brothers, and God is his heir, just as your Lord spoke to him. Deuteronomy 10:6-9 2.      The real puzzle is what this list of 5 stops should be with context at all and
why it would say that Aaron died in Moserah, when we know he died at Mount Hoare.       The puzzle is not that cities (Beeroth Bene-jaakan and Moserah) are similar to the list in Num 33. (Moseroth and camped at Bene-jaakan). They are different names. Musira is different from Musserot. Bina Jakan means wells of the
Sons of Jakan. Perhaps Jakan was a tribe or tribe that dug wells for recruitment for others. Beeroth Bene-jaakan could easily have been another set of wells dug or controlled by jacans. They could be foreigners, or perhaps Hebrew fellows known as well seekers. Whatever the actual connection, the names are not the
same. B. The puzzle is not that these two names, (assuming they are identical to the list of numbers 33) are in reverse order to the Num 33 list. The solution is not to ignore the text as an inspiring addition to the Bible. Post-Pygruffa is too clever to contradict the well-known revelation on two counts (the stop order and
where Aaron died) and invent three new stops that were not previously listed on the list of numbers 33. In addition, the narrative changes from first to third. The perpetrators of such evil crimes add to the Bible text to try to convey their inserts by combining into the existing text so that no one notices it. If you're trying to
add something to the Bible without getting caught, this is how it doesn't. We will assume that it is authentic and biblically inspired. Ali.       While they have concluded that names are different places than the Num 33 list, we reject the suggestion that Morah is another name for Mount Hur or the larger area that surrounds it
as a solution. If such an important event had happened there the Num 33 list would have made some comments. But they are mentioned only for no comment. The Num 33 list actually stops and comments on major events. In fact, he spends three complete verses on Harun's death: They traveled from Kadesh and
camped on Mount Hur, on the edge of the land of Odom. Then Aaron kahane went to Mount Hoare under the command of God, where he died on the first day of the fifth month after the Sons of Israel had come from the land of Egypt. Aaron was 123 when he died at Mount Hoare 33:37-39, in addition to this: Now that
they came out of his gift, the sons of Israel, the entire congregation, came to Mount Hoare. Then God spoke to Moses and Aaron on Mount Hur on the border of the land of Adum and said, Numbers 20:22 to 23 B.      Since detronomy 10 was spoken by Moses just a few months after Aaron's death in Mount Hoare, it
would be highly unlikely that Moses would contradict such a recent historical event. 4. Insert this mystery program of stopping found nowhere else in the Bible that somehow connects with Aaron's death the real puzzle. What do you mean, and why are they here? Ali.       First, he realizes that the list of five stops begins
and ends with plenty of places with water. They were always complaining for water, the water was a sign of blessing from God. B. Second, this list of stops should be well known for the Hebrews who were standing there listening to Moses in Wadi Zered. 5. Interestingly, while Aaron actively played a role in making the
golden calf, the Levis were absent. However, in the torment of the people for making the golden calf, Moses called out whoever is with him and the Leviticus came forward. It seems that Leviticus did not agree with Aaron, the high priest, and the patriarch of their tribe. Like the high priestess in Jesus' time misleads his
people to crucifix him. (Matthew 26:57). Interestingly, the only Leviti referred to in the new witness was Barnabas, translated as the Boy of Encouragement (Acts 4:36). Just as the Levis were a positive force with Moses forever, Barnabas, Leviticus was also for early Christians. Ali.       Solution: After they left Sinai, we
know they've been traveling for about 11 months. During this time, they went through these five stops. Harun did not die in Moses, but it was there that God told Aaron that he was going to die in the wilderness because of his sin, as Moses was later told in his cadet when he hit the rock. Both before and after this
announcement, God had given them his blessings with plenty of water. 6. It was the stop between Sina and Kadesh that God informed Aaron that he was going to die and about 40 years later his son would replace him and not enter the promised land. Ali.       It links to the larger context of the crossing where Moses is
recounting the sins of people associated with the golden calf. Verse 1 begins with God opening the fellowship with Israel by replacing two of the ten commandments Moses had broken when he made Aaron's golden calf. B. The verse refers to 9:20 and more generally refers to Aaron's responsibility in the golden calf
incident (9:16–21). God was angry with Aaron and was ready to destroy him (9:20) because of the calf incident, but Moses had prayed for him and a brief reference to Aaron here (6:10) shows that the prayer had been answered. (NICOT, Deuteronomy 10:6) 7- This conclusion is reinforced by the fact that nowhere else in
the Biblical records called Aaron was told, like Moses, that he would not enter the promised land because of his grave's sin in making the golden calf. By Steve Rudd: Contact the author for comments, input or corrections. Going to start: WWW.BIBLE.CA WWW.BIBLE.CA
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